
What if you could find what relevant regulatory 
changes are coming and decide what to do about 
them … in minutes?

Compliance.ai is a RegTech platform that 
helps you automate and streamline compliance 
activities and workflows faster and with greater 
confidence. 

Technology Advantage
Use our RegTech technology to find and review 
summarized content in near real time. Take 
advantage of a modern approach to a growing 
challenge.

Automate much of the enterprise regulatory 
change management process, and advance 
beyond traditional methods that simply cannot 
match the velocity, complexity and volume of 
changes.

Why Compliance.ai?
Compliance.ai layers an intelligent, AI-powered 
platform over a curated library of 1,000s of 
sources across jurisdictions, document types, and 
industry publications.

Monitor
Save time and reduce the noise with a real-time, 
personalized stream of the latest regulatory 
content.

Analyze
Instantly identify what is relevant, evaluate the 
impact, see enforcement action trends, and 
prioritize tasks with key document attributes 
automatically extracted and summarized.

Take Action
Rapidly assess obligations, make faster 
decisions, and streamline complex processes 

Compliance.ai: Regulatory Change Management 
+ Intelligent Automation for Compliance

with collaboration features such as automated 
workflows, task assignment and annotation.

Report
Reduce risk, improve impact analysis, and make 
audits easier with a thorough, automated record 
of steps taken to adhere to requirements and 
simplify resource-planning needs.

Compliance.ai ultimately makes your team more 
productive and allows you to significantly reduce 
operational costs by leveraging technology to 
simplify regulatory change management. 

“

“

Most solutions in the market today are not scalable and 
still rely on a pull of regulatory content across a multitude 
of sources, rather than a ‘push’ of information from a 
single, reliable source. This is the key value Compliance.ai 
delivers for banks.” 
- Richard Dupree, Bank of the West 

Every word makes a difference in regulatory compliance 
... so how it applies is very specific to your organization. 
Having Compliance.ai’s software definitely makes my job 
more efficient.” 
- Kelly Housh, Bremer Bank

Transform your compliance regulatory change management 
-- without a complex solution or increased headcount.

Compliance.ai is in use by banks, advisory, 
fintech and financial services firms currently 
with more than $5 trillion in AUM.



Get near real-time updates
The Dashboard provides newly updated 
content within customized widgets:
l	Start with a dynamic Dashboard that 

updates based on your default filters
l	Scan relevant content, approaching 

deadlines and discover key 
information

l	Save searches and receive email 
alerts on what matters most to you

Contact us for free access  
and a personalized demo 

www.compliance.ai

Compliance.ai is a registered trademark of Compliance.ai.

Customize the Dashboard to create a one-stop shop for monitoring regulatory changes.

The right-hand panel provides summarized information to help you quickly narrow 
down a list of documents important to your company.

Monitor a calendar view of 
tasks. Download an Excel report with multiple views into your organization’s progress, 
including audit reports.

The RegTech Advantage

Find key information quickly
Compliance.ai automatically extracts key 
pieces of information from regulatory 
documents to save you time and money:
l	Review document summaries to 

quickly understand key attributes
l	Find documents that matter to you – 

automatically categorized by topic 
l	Annotate and add labels to 

documents
l	See document changes (diffing) that 

compare prior versions for you

Automate your workflow
Set up your workflow process for various 
types of documents (e.g.: final rule). 
When a new document meets your 
criteria, tasks will be automatically 
assigned to team members you 
designated during set up.
l	Save time with automated task 

assignments
l	Pass audits easily with fully 

transparent audit reports 
l	Find bottlenecks in your workflows  

and improve resource allocation


